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Background 

The Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) hosted a Full Scale Exercise and two days long international 

Conference on 24-26 March 2015. The event was carried out in the Northern City of Kemi. Further 

information can be found here http://www.environment.fi/oil/exercise.  

  

Action required  
The Meeting is invited to take note of the information.  

http://www.environment.fi/oil/exercise
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“KEMI ARCTIC 2015” 
 

1. Exercise Scenario 
 
In the early hours of Monday 23rd of March 2015 two vessels met in the fairway that runs to Kemi 
Ajos harbour. The vessels met on the fairway and due to the heavy wind they collided. The 
collision took place at 08:00 LT in position 65o34’N  024o28’E.  
 
As result of the collision a heavy fuel oil leak was detected having the size of HFO 150…200m3.  
The oil formed a slick among the broken ice in the fairway. Most of the oil was in small area south 
from the accident place, but some oil polluted also the fairway towards Kemi.   
 
Alerting and request for assistance 
 
The VTS service alerted Finnish Environment Institute’s (SYKE) pollution response duty officer. 
Duty officer decided to dispatch two Finnish governmental oil recovery vessels: Louhi (Navy) and 
Letto (Meritaito LTD). SYKE duty officer contacted also the Regional Rescue Services of Lapland 
and it was decided, that Rescue Services will dispatch vessel Ahto for the oil recovery operation. 
 
SYKE nominated the Respond Commander and he nominates Supreme On-Scene Commander, 
SOSC. SYKE also asked IBl Kontio and satellite monitoring from EMSA as well as aerial surveillance 
from the Border Guard. 
 
Alert messages according to the following international pollution response agreements were sent 
by SYKE: 
 
1. Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area (Helsinki 
Convention) 
2. Agreement Between Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden concerning Coopera-tion 
in Taking Measures against Pollution of the Sea by Oil or other Harmful Substances (Co-penhagen 
Agreement) 
3. Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response in the Arctic 
 
SYKE sent a POLREP message requesting for assistance from Sweden and European Maritime 
Safety Agency (EMSA). EMSA’s oil recovery vessel Kontio is assisting ships in the Kemi-Tornio area.  
 
Request to the Arctic oil recovery agreement States concerned expert to evaluate the possibility to 
use the in-situ burning and herding agents together with the mechanical oil recovery tools. Most 
part of the oil was observed to form large oil pools among the broken ice, thus in-situ burning 
might offer a good option to before the oil will spread to larger area and gets thinner. 
 
Tuesday 24th of March 
 
The Scenario for the next day, Tuesday 24th of March, was following the heavy south-western 
wind broken partly the land-fasted ice , thus forcing the ice and oiled ice to move closer to the 
Kemi-Ajos port area. Oil recovery vessels Letto and Ahto were already in the area recovering oil 
with their systems. Icebreaker Kontio with her arctic skimmer was also in the area. Oiled area has 
drifted to the new area close to Inakari. Recovery vessel Louhi enters the area 06:30LT and captain 
of Louhi was nominated to take the role of the SOSC.  
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Due to the strike of the Finnish Icebreakers both Kontio and Ahto were idling in the port, and their 
activity in the field was only played in theory. The fleet was capable to recover oil close to 97 tons 
up to the evening of March 24. . 
 
Wednesday 25th of March 
 
Oil recovery fleet has worked through the night. Icebreaker SAMPO was sailing into the area with 
a set of monitoring tools to assist in the oil recovery. UAV’s will be used for aerial surveillance and 
for detecting the oil. Border Guard’s Dornier aircraft flow over the area, and delivered images to 
the SOSC.  Icebreaker Sampo was also acting as observers ship with close to 170 experts following 
the Exercise. The Exercise was terminated by noon by the command of SOSC. 
 
Lessons learned 
 
The public debriefing of the Exercise was held next morning jointly with the participants of the 
International Conference. Captains of the recovery ships as well as predefined experts had their 
opportunity to evaluate the exercise and also to define how well the lessons learned conducted in 
Kemi can be transferred to the Arctic areas. 
 
When alerting the countries certain delays were noted: 

- First POLREP FI 1/1, delay between 52 min and 4h 35 min 
- Two Contracting Parties did not acknowledge 
- Second POLREP FI 1/2 delay between 22 min and 2h 54 min 
- Four Contracting Parties did not acknowledge 
- Third POLREP FI 1/3, request for assistance. delay between 23 min and 2h 
- One Contracting Party did not reply 
- Fourth POLREP FI ¼ FINAL, no acknowledgement asked 
- SafeSeaNet does not show the acknowledgement time 
- MP CECIS, delay 3h22min 
- Arctic States, delay between 1h 34min and 3h 05min. 
- Three states did not reply. 

 
Using two different alert forms, two different software and three different lists of e-mail addresses 
caused quite a lot of work. In real accident we should give the task of international alerting to one 
person (NOT the duty officer). In real accident we will have to concentrate on one alert means, 
using three different means of delivering the same information is not efficient. Some delays in 
getting the replies for the EU software might be due to the fact that for the exercises we use 
training versions thus the alerts might not be delivered to the duty officers in real time. 
 
Delays in acknowledging were quite big, in case if assistance is needed it would be 
recommendable to make a phone call in order to inform the other States on the request. 
 
Full report with all comments and debriefing notes can be loaded soon  
http://www.environment.fi/oil/exercise 
 

2. International Conference 
 

http://www.environment.fi/oil/exercise
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Parallel of the Full Scale Exercise an international conference was arranged covering the following 
main topics: 
 

- Arctic Environment, 
- Mechanical Oil Recovery, 
- Ice and Weather Services in Arctic, 
- Ice performance of ships and 
- Monitoring and Surveillance. 

 
An Abstract book was printed for the Conference delegates. All presentations were also delivered 
for the delegates in memory sticks, and can also be loaded from: 
 http://www.environment.fi/oil/exercise 
 

 
Figure 1. .The cover of the Abstract book. 
  

http://www.environment.fi/oil/exercise
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Figure 2. Delegates following the oil recovery efforts of Louhi onboard IB Sampo.  
 

 
 
Figure 3. Oil recovery vessel Letto and the heavy duty recovery brush system. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Observers on ice and onboard IB Sampo. 
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